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ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
One of the supposed adva nta ges of large orga niza tions lies in the more effective use of the principles of
scientific management made possible through la rger
amounts of similar work . This has long been a recognized principle in connection with the producing activities of such organizations but only ra ther recently have
these principles been applied to the overhead activities.
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end of the business since this phase of the utility's activities is in the na tu re of cu stomer conta ct work. As a
result some of the best organized offices to be fou nd in
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ma ny well k nown industrials.
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OFFICE ST ANDARDS AND COST S AS APPLIED
T O PUB LIC UTI LIT IES
addressing a group such as this, I assume that it is wholly
INunnecessary
to first establish the premise that in almost every
line of commercial activity cost information is a valuable aid to
management. That premise, I take it, is already accepted. There
is still some doubt in my mind, however, as to whether the business man or the business machine companies and their alert sales
forces were first to recognize the value of cost information to
management. Certainly there is today a universal realization by
management of the need for cost information. Not only is there
that realization, but there is a growing demand that such information be available before the fact to be used in successfully directing production and sales rather than after the fact as a basis for
post - mortem determination of why a business has failed. In the
Bell Telephone System, comprising the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and its Associated Companies, we are very
much interested in costs. Not only are we interested in the costs
for operating, maintaining and constructing the physical plant,
but we are also extremely interested in office costs.
It seems to me to be appropriate at this point to give you a
brief outline of the Bell System organization in order that you
may understand more clearly why it is that the American Telephone and Telegraph Company has an interest in the matter of
costs. First, there is a group of Associated Companies each operating in one state or in a group of contiguous states. Each Associated Company is a complete autonomous operating unit with a
complete organization headed by a President. Next, there is the
Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company which operates the telephone lines connecting the systems
of the several Associated Companies, making it possible to give
universal service not only in the United States but also extending
to Canada, Mexico, Cuba and now to a large part of Europe. Another important unit in the Bell system is the Western Electric
Company which manufactures the materials and equipment peculiar
to the telephone business and also acts'as a purchasing and supply
organization for other materials and supplies required. The other
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important part of the System is the centralized staff known as
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company General Department, as distinguished from the Long Lines Department. The
General Department organization does those things which can best
be done at a central point rather than at scattered places with
perhaps many duplications of effort and many different results.
These centralized activities include, among other activities, development and research work in the art of telephony, general engineering
studies, studies of operation methods, and studies of accounting
and statistical methods. That part of the general staff which
studies accounting and statistical methods, is in charge of the
Comptroller of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and one of the functions of the Comptroller's organization is the
study of office standards and costs. It is apparent then how it
comes about that the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
is interested in this subject.
The function of the telephone business, and perhaps of most
public utilities, that requires more clerical workers than any
other function, is that known in the telephone business as revenue
accounting and commonly known as customers' accounting. It
comprises that branch of the Accounting Department which is
responsible for preparing and rendering bills to customers and
maintaining their accounts. Under the Bell System form of organization in respect to this function of the business, billing and
collection information is forwarded from the operating departments to the Accounting Department. Here bills are prepared
and mailed, accounts with individual customers are kept, and revenue and accounts receivable summaries are prepared for journalization. The centralization of this work exclusively in the Accounting
Department as a direct responsibility of the chief accounting officer
is perhaps a different allocation of the function than prevails in
most public utilities.
It is my purpose to tell you this evening something of the
philosophy of our approach to the problem of office standards
and costs and to indicate how the consistent application of this
philosophy has enabled us to realize in a large measure, a standard
of performance in the function I have just described which is most
gratifying although still subject to progressive improvement. In
order to crystalize the discussion, I have attempted to put into three
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simple words the whole basis of our philosophy. These three words
are centralize, standardize and specialize. Now let us consider each
of these three words in its relation to our subject.
One of the definitions of centralization is this — "to bring to a
central point; bring under one system of control ". Some years
ago, the function I have described as customers' accounting was
not centralized but was decentralized in the numerous public business offices of the several companies and, while broadly speaking
it was under one system of control, the difficulties of standardizing
practices under the decentralized arrangement were quite serious.
Furthermore, few of the offices had a sufficient volume of work
to make possible the effective application of the principles of
scientific management or to justify the purchase of labor- saving
devices. We concluded that without centralization there could be
no satisfactory progress toward standardization and specialization;
and that without the application of these fundamental principles,
the standard of performance, both as to quality and quantity, could
not be raised to the high plane which we held as an objective. We
therefore set about to centralize our customers' accounting work
into units that would concentrate in one place a sufficient volume
of work to keep a number of clerks continuously engaged on the
same operation. The determination of the size of the units was
necessarily influenced by the consideration of geographical lines,
mail distances, operating organization, and other factors. By the
end of 1920, centralization of our customers' accounting into relatively large units had been substantially completed. There are
about 2,500 public business offices in the United States, whereas
the customers' accounting work is now centralized in only
accounting offices. That ratio will indicate to you the degree to
which our customers' accounting is centralized. After an extended
experience with the centralization of our customers' accounting
work, we can say confidently that the results have exceeded our
expectations. Summarizing briefly our experience in connection
with centralization, it can be stated that it has enabled us to adopt
to an unexpected degree many labor- saving devices, some of them
of such capacity that they could not possibly be justified without
centralization; that it has enabled us to more readily study and
standardize practices; that it has created a more flexible organization, less susceptible to disorganization by reason of labor turn 1367
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over and conditions resulting from absences. In other words, it
has created a condition of mass production under which the
principles of scientific management can be most effectively applied.
That, briefly, is an outline of our consideration of centralization and
its major results. I shall leave that phase of the discussion for the
present, and consider the next step in our philosophy —that of
standardization.
The word standardization sometimes has an irritating effect. It
is not quite so obnoxious as the term "efficiency expert" has
become in the past few years, but yet it carries a vaguely distasteful and foreboding inference. In these times of mechanized
entertainment, mechanized industry, mechanized housework, and
mechanized activities of every kind, the use of the word "standardize" in some of its implications and, unfortunately, in some of
its applications may create the fear that all of the initiative, individuality, originality, and human skill is to be erased from our
several jobs and that industrially, at least, we shall become mere
robots. My conception of standardization, as applied to office
work, falls far short of any such disagreeable or stultifying outcome. In my opinion, standardization as applied to office work
should have two principal objectives. The first, especially as it
relates to the finished product, should be a uniform product of
high quality based on proved practices. The second objective
should be that of enabling the management to make comparisons.
Without standardization, comparisons are most difficult and unsatisfactory if at all feasible. Analyzing the question of standardization further, I should say that the lack of it prevents effective
management. It is especially advisable where the same work is
being performed at different locations under different supervisory
direction, which is the case in respect to customers' accounting in
the Bell System and other large public utilities. The Bell System
issues about 12,000,000 customers' bills each month from about ioo
accounting centers scattered over the United States. In respect to
that work the general staff in New York concerns itself only with
standardization of the fundamental practices involved in the performance of the work and the standardization of the mechanical
devices and equipment. For example, after the centralization of
the work had been accomplished, the next fundamental standard
practice adopted was the so- called accounting stub plan, under
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which the customers' ledger or ledger cards were entirely displaced.
Instead of these heavy and bulky records an additional stub was
provided on the bill form which is detached prior to the mailing
of the bill and which becomes the company's record of the customer's account. The plan is widely used by public utilities, and
I believe that it is applicable under any periodic billing where 600fo
or more of the bills are paid as rendered and where there is little
need for reference to the accounts for previous months.
Following the general adoption of the accounting stub plan by
the Bell System companies, the next fundamental change was the
adoption of what we call rotation billing or cycle billing. Prior
to the use of this plan, all customers' bills were released on the
first of each calendar month, which in view of the great volume
involved created a tremendous peak load in our customers' acccounting. In the application of the rotation billing plan to telephone
work, the accounts of each accounting office are divided into six
groups and each group has approximately the same work unit
values, a group of bills being processed every five days. Recently
an installation has been made of a ten -group plan under which a
group of bills is processed every three days. While the plan of
rotation billing was being standardized and before half of the
System had adopted it, billing machines were developed and standardized which entirely eliminated handwritten entries on our bills.
In the meantime, we had standardized on a specially constructed
typewriter for itemizing the charges for toll messages of which the
Bell System bills nearly 85,000,000 per month. The standardization of these fundamental practices and of the equipment used
necessarily carried with it standardization of a number of related
practices. As a result of these changes, I believe that the Bell
System today, in respect to its customers' accounts, enjoys a degree
of standardization which is equal to that of any public utility having
work of the same kind performed in numerous locations throughout
its territory.
Before leaving the subject of standardization, I should like to
say a word about another aspect of it. Standardization does not
just happen —it is not a matter of chance —it does not grow without cultivation; it is a manufactured product —the result of thought.
If it is to be fully realized, it must go through several well defined
processes before it becomes a finished product ready for use by
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the organization. In the first place the staff having the responsibility for designing the standard practices should have, among other
qualifications, that quality which someone has called "constructive
imagination ". I like that phrase. It expresses exactly that quality
of thought which means practicality in new ideas —it means a
building -up process that breaks down any interference it encounters from old prejudices and moss -back tradition and their limitations. It means true progress. Such a quality is a great asset in
almost any business capacity and especially so to one who is responsible for the development of new and better ways of doing
things which constitute the daily activity of thousands of employees.
After a new practice has been conceived it must be carefully
engineered, most likely tested, and the specifications must be
written; but that is not all. Merely writing a standard practice
does not as a rule standardize anything, especially if those to whom
it is issued are free agents of an autonomous organization and not
merely subordinates. If the practice you wish to standardize is to
be accepted by the organization with that spirit of cooperation which
is so essential for its successful application, the idea must be sold
to them and not merely issued to them. Having conceived the
idea, engineered it and issued the specifications, and having sold
the plan, all that remains is the application of it by the field forces.
Sometimes in spite of careful planning, it is found that in the
application some snag develops which tests the resourcefulness of
the staff and the field organization. Generally, there is a way
out and if the plan is fundamentally sound and the staff possesses
sufficient resourcefulness, the plan can be carried through successfully.
As a last thought on standardization, I wa n t t o say th a t i f a
substantial part of the work to be done is susceptible of machine
application, the most effective way to standardize the related practices and also the finished product is to standardize the mechanical
equipment with which it is produced; that is, put the job in a
straight - jacket and not only the job itself, but many of its associated activities, must necessarily fall into a standardized practice.
Having described the centralization of our work and the standardization of our practices, we come to the third step in our
philosophy of office standards and costs; that is, specialization.
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Generally speaking, specialization is dependent on centralization
which, as I have mentioned previously, concentrates in one place
a sufficient volume of work to keep a number of clerks continuously engaged in the same operation. It is largely dependent
on standardization. For example, one result of our standardization
of the rotation billing plan was to create a continuous flow of work
of the same kind, which made specialization possible.
One of the important advantages of specialization is the relief
it affords in training clerks and supervisors for the job. Before
we specialized we found that there were some combination jobs
that required as much as six months' experience before a clerk
became proficient. We now find that there are many specialized
jobs which can be taught with a few hours' instruction and at
which clerks become proficient within a few weeks. Another important result of specialization is the improved quality of the product. A clerk will quickly learn to do one thing and do it well,
whereas if combination jobs are necessary it is generally found
that some of the elements of the combination are of such a nature
that they require particular qualifications which may not be required on that part of the combination job which consumes the
greater part of the clerk's time. Specialization of detailed assignments also permits of specialized supervision. The practicability
of assigning the work of many of the jobs on a random basis is a
desirable outgrowth of specialization. The term "random assignment" as applied here refers to the plan of assigning work to the
individual clerks in a specialized group on a priority sequence basis
rather than to have each clerk handle a fixed assignment, such as
certain alphabetical or numerical sections of the work.
A further advantage of specialization is that it simplifies the
setting of wage rates. When combination jobs prevail, it is most
difficult to set satisfactory rates since the component parts of the
job are not easily weighted. In some cases, the work which requires the least dexterity and the smallest proportion of the clerk's
time requires the highest degree of intelligence. That kind of
work commands more compensation than the other, but it is on
the basis of the highest qualifications required that employees
expect to be paid. Specialization eliminates this difficulty and
enables us to place a round peg in a round hole.
But some will say specialization creates a number of isolated,
1371
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independent and perhaps irresponsible groups. We have not found
it so. Specialization in detail and in supervision does not lessen
the recognition of dependence on other functions or specialized
activities. Neither does it lessen responsibility to the management.
If there is a proper coordination at each level of the organization
where such coordination is necessary to merge the specialized activities into a well defined and smooth running production mechanism,
the question of dependence and responsibility will be met.
I have outlined very briefly the philosophy of our approach
to the question of office standards and costs. I believe it would be
well to repeat the three fundamentals which have guided us in
revolutionizing our customers' accounting within the past ten
years. They may be expressed, you will remember, in the three
simple words: Centralize, standardize and specialize. I have not
overlooked the fact, however, that the subject this evening includes
the question of costs. In fact, what I have already said, while
not addressed directly to the question of costs, underlies the whole
subject of costs. Let me tie together the fundamentals of centralization, standardization and specialization with the matter of costs.
Centralization into units large enough to concentrate in one
place a sufficient volume of work to keep a number of clerks continuously engaged on the same operation makes it possible to avoid
duplication of supervision, to more readily make studies for the
standardization of methods, to use mechanical devices more extensively and more economically, and to set up competitive records
between individuals and between offices engaged in like operations.
Furthermore, without centralization as a first step standardization
and specialization are very much restricted, if at all possible.
Now let us consider how standardization relates to costs. Standardization of practices makes it possible to more readily measure
performance in the terms of cost. This has been well stated recently by W. H. Leffingwell, the office management specialist,
who says, "Measurement is the first step towards efficient management. Without it, there can be no comparison; without comparison
the efficient cannot be distinguished from the inefficient ". Centralization and standardization are the basic principles back of proper
costs since centralization, in addition to effecting other economies,
leads to standardization, and standardization leads, among other
things, to measurement. As soon as measurements are possible
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and comparisons are made, whether it be of one individual with
another or of one office with another, differences in production
will be found which need investigation, and if investigated constructively will surely disclose a number of interesting and significant facts. Among other things, we may find that our selection
or training of employees, or both, are at fault and not the clerks
who are failing to meet the standards determined on the basis of
measurement. Whatever is disclosed by investigation is sure to
provide a basis for intelligent action, and if that spirit of progress
is sustained which is so essential to success the result will be reflected inevitably in lower costs.
I am not theorizing when I speak so favorably of the desirability
and necessity for measurements if effective management is to be
realized. Let me mention just two instances of tangible results
that have come to my attention recently, which would not have
been definitely known without production measurements of office
work.. Here is one case of a billing machine operator in one of
our Eastern offices. This young lady produced completed bills
at the rate of 252 per hour, resulting in a production of 703 writing
lines per hour. Our standard schedule for this work is only 6 1 0
per hour. Each of these items is printed four times by means of
a repeat printing mechanism. If the motor bar of the machines
were fastened down, the machine would complete the equivalent
of goo writing lines per hour, but this would allow nothing for
feeding the bills and handling the posting media. The actual production of this clerk was 78 per cent. of the potential capacity
of the machine. "What about the quality of the work ?" you may
ask. We have that record too. This same young lady made one
error in each 6o,000 items written. This is not a record covering
a small part of a day; it is the average over a period of five consecutive months.
Here is another case. We have the job of billing about 85 million toll calls per month. This work consists of heading a form
with the telephone number, including the name of the central office
and showing for each item entered the date, the place called, the
amount of the charge and, where necessary, the class of call. You
are probably familiar with the statement that accompanies your
telephone bill and shows the detail of your long distance and other
toll service. This is the job I am describing. The work is done
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on a typewriter equipped with an electric carriage return and other
special attachments. I was recently advised that in one of the
Southern States a clerk entered more than 8,2oo of these items in
a 7% -hour day or at the remarkable rate of i,ioo items per hour.
We also have outstanding performances on other kinds of work
such as sorting tickets, posting payments, etc., but the two I have
given will serve to illustrate the question I wish to present. What
is the psychology back of these records? What is it that induces
clerks to so conscientiously apply themselves to their work that
they succeed in shattering our normal expectation of production?
We are not on a piece -work basis. There is no whip - snapping and
slave- driving supervision. We do not pay bonuses, although production and accuracy are factors considered in determining the
amount and frequency of salary changes. I have given considerable thought to this phenomenon, and the only solution I can offer
is that there is in most human beings a desire to excel their fellows; a desire to win that is stirred by competition in a contest
involving skill and accuracy. In a game like this the score could
not be adequately focused without measurements of performance.
Without measurements of performance the rating of the various
clerks is usually based on the opinion of the supervisor, and however impartial and conscientious the appraisal may be it is still
an opinion. Measurement results expressed in figures and based
on intelligent analysis and study of the work to be done are recognized and respected by employees as a far more accurate and impartial umpire than mere human opinion.
Now let us consider what bearing specialization has upon costs.
I have already indicated that it offers relief in training both clerks
and supervisors. That, of course, directly affects costs. Most
business men know how much it costs to train workmen in their
factories, but relatively few employers know how much it costs
to train clerical workers. Certainly any scheme that will reduce
the training time and bring these workers to a productive basis
earlier than the commonly used combination assignment is worthy
of consideration and will have a direct effect upon costs. But
there are other ways in which the effect of specialization is reflected
in costs. One of these is in the fixing of wage rates. It is clear
that by breaking jobs down into their component parts, and by
teaching only one operation or two or more similar and closely
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coordinated operations to each clerk, it is possible to appraise these
several elements separately as to the degree of intelligence or dexterity each requires and to fix rates accordingly. It is generally
found that the class of work that may carry the lower rating accounts for the most hours, but if this class of work is assigned in
combination with grades of work taking a higher rating the employee will expect compensation at the rate which would apply
to the higher grade. To the extent that proper distinction may be
made in the wage rates paid for different grades of work, to that
extent specialization will contribute to the reduction of costs.
Specialization also provides an opportunity through grading the
several component parts of the entire clerical function to offer
to the clerical employees the incentive of promotion with the increased compensation which usually follows each step. If the
promotion incentive is to be applied, then the selection of employees
must be governed by this consideration and only applicants qualified to progress through the various grades should be accepted.
Otherwise there will be stagnation at some level which will be difficult to overcome. Incidentally, it is generally found that clerical
employees reaching the higher grades through promotion become
productive more quickly in these higher grades than applicants who
are employed directly on such work.
Another channel through which specialization contributes to
lower costs is that it unquestionably makes more simple and more
accurate the determination of quantitative production standards.
These standards, furthermore, are higher than they could be if job
assignments were made in combination, since it is quite evident that
a clerk having one specialized class of work will become more proficient in that work than would be the case if the job assignment
included several kinds of work. Furthermore, the time lost in
changing from one kind of work to another will be reduced in the
ratio that the number of different kinds of work in each job assignment is reduced.
I cannot leave the subject of specialization without answering a
criticism which I know must have occurred to many of you as you
have listened to me present its merits. Some, no doubt, have said
"What about monotony? These clerks are not machines. Won't
the simplification of the training problem be offset by a greater
labor turnover through dissatisfaction?" You will agree that ex-
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perience rather than theory is the better basis for an answer to
this question. The Bell System experience has been that little, if
any, turnover can be attributed to specialization. There is a method,
however, of relieving monotony if it should be found to be objectionable in any instance. This plan, which we are usi ng to a
limited extent, especially in the case of office machine operators,
is that of rotating clerks in the different specialized jobs so that
they are relieved for a day or some part of a day at regular intervals. This not only relieves monotony where it is present and is
objectionable, but it also provides a convenient means of training
such clerks for the next step in their line of promotion.
I have tried to show that the three important steps I have been
discussing, centralization, standardization and specialization, have
a vital effect on costs. Indeed, they are the foundation stones
which must be laid if substantial progress is to be made, first to
determine costs and then to improve them.
Thus far I have dealt with the principles and a few specific
illustrations of their application to the problem of office standards
and costs. These things, however sound and logical they may be,
are elusive and ephemeral unless they produce results and these
results are brought to a focus in a form that is tangible and readily
comprehended.
We realized the importance of having an instrument of management which would bring the whole picture of results into focus
and which could be used to further advance the evolution of our
customers' accounting. The important instrument needed was a
cost and statistical report which would reflect the results of our
work in the terms of production and cost. In other words, we
needed a measurement report. While each of the major changes,
such as that from customers' ledgers to the accounting stub plan,
from first of month billing to rotation billing, and from manually
prepared bills to machine prepared bills, was studied prior to its
adoption and indicated either some economies or better customer
service, or both, we felt that we should have production and cost
data currently if we were to get an adequate measure of the results
which these major changes accomplished.
When we undertook to construct the measurement report which
semed to be desirable, we were confronted with obstacles that
seemed to be insuperable. However, we realized that if a begin -
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ning could be made on a report which would paint a picture in very
broad strokes and even though not exact would be indicative, we
could then gradually refine it as the broader picture revealed to
us where such refinements were most desirable. You will remember, of course, that we were not dealing with a problem which was
concentrated in one spot under one direction, but we were dealing
with a situation where about ioo offices were scattered all over
the country, each under separate direction, each required to meet
the special problems peculiar to its territory, and each being unfamiliar with many of the problems peculiar to other territories.
Furthermore, we were confronted with all the difficulties which
are present in any attempt to measure production of office work.
We were also confronted with the problem of constructing a report
which could be prepared currently without the necessity of keeping
continuous time records. We determined, therefore, to have a
time and cost study for a representative month embracing a complete cycle of work. We first set down a list of operations which
were common to most of the offices. We next wrote a description
which covered what we considered to be the elements of each
operation, and we forwarded this to each of the offices asking them
to keep a careful time record for each operation during the study
month and to associate with this time the volume of work of each
class, the labor cost, and the associated supervisory cost. When
the reports of this study were received and summarized and the
time factors determined for each operation for each office, we
found some very wide discrepancies. But we were able from this
mass of cost data to set up what appeared to be reasonable performance schedules for each of the operations. A standard of
production was established for each classification representing the
amount of productive work that should normally be performed in
one hour. This "normal' was set for each operation by determining the average performance of the offices having in the aggregate 50 per cent. of the total volume and showing the best performance. There were, of course, a number of items which did
not lend themselves to the establishment of production units and
these we termed " Unmeasurable Work ". Instead of assigning a
fixed production unit to such work, we related the time to some
quantitative factor and in effect gave each of the offices credit
for the actual time required on recurring unmeasurable work as
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reported in this study month. In so far as the time factor was
concerned, we also gave them credit for the hours of supervision
which they reported since we did not feel that we were then in a
position to set a standard ratio of supervision to direct labor.
The structure of the report was such that it provided in the
first column the exact volume of work of each kind. The next
column showed the standard rate of performance per hour. The
latter divided into the former resulted in the number of hours
which should be required to perform that volume of work if the
production were at the normal rate established. The report also
provided for showing the total number of productive work hours
paid for, this being determined by subtracting from the total number of employees' hours the time spent on supervision and certain
other overhead work. Then, by relating these productive hours
to the production units, that is, the sum of the units representing
the normal number of hours that should have been required, we
arrived at the production ratio. The process I have just described
gave us the production measurements in terms of quantity. In
order to secure the results in terms of cost, we found from the
details reported in the study month what class of work was paid
for at the lowest rate per hour. We then found the relationship
of the rates paid for other classes of work to this lower paid class
of work and established a coefficient for each class. This process
was necessary since the work in each of the offices varied in its
distribution between classes. Then, by multiplying the number
of production units for each class of work by the related coefficient, we arrived at the number of equated production units. Dividing the total number of equated production units into the total
amount of salaries and wages, we secured the cost per equated
production unit which made possible a cost comparison as between
offices.
From the reports which were received each month, we set up
a series of charts, the important ones being the number of units
performed per hour and the equated cost per unit of work. We
also set up certain supplemental charts, such as the per cent of
supervision to hours supervised; the per cent of lost time to regular employee hours; the average length of service of employees
having one or more years of service; and certain other supplemental charts. We set this information up for each of our com1378
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panies in the form that would show trend, and we also set it up
on a comparative basis by accounting offices. The issuance of these
charts introduced the element of competition among the several
companies and offices. In fact, the companies simply applied to
themselves the principle of competitive performance that was used
in the case of individual clerks, which I previously illustrated. The
result was that the general production average for the entire System began to show an upward trend. There have been a number of refinements made in the report, including the establishment
of new standard production units based on a subsequent study
and on special consideration of individual operations, and it is
interesting to note that in spite of a general tightening -up of the
normal production unit the last issue of the reports showed a
general average of production higher than that shown by the first
reports. Furthermore, there has been a consistent trend to lower
unit costs in spite of a general upward trend in the average wage
payments.
In the development of our measurement report, we had a secondary objective and as our experience grew the secondary objective became almost as important as the primary objective of making
comparisons and fostering competition. That secondary objective
was to foster a more rapid acceptance of recommended standard
practices. The measurement process had a more vital effect on
standardization than we had supposed. In establishing our production standards, we necessarily took into consideration the routine methods under which that production standard could be attained. Therefore, the measurement report not only fostered competition but it also proved to be a powerful incentive for the adoption of the recommended standard routine methods that would
enable the offices to reach the production standards set up on this
report. I have previously stated that the mere writing and issuing
of a standard practice does not necessarily bring that standard
practice into use, but our measurement report has done more perhaps than any other one instrumentality in connection with our
program to bring about the degree of standardization on customers' accounting work which has been realized by the Bell
Telephone System.
Now I would not have you think that we consider this report
as a substitute for management. Such reports are not in them -
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selves an objective —they are a means to an end. Reports can
never supersede management, but they can be invaluable as an
aid in helping executives to do a better management job.
One of the principles of management is that responsibility and
authority should be accompanied by strict accountability for results.
This strict accountability cannot be intelligently enforced either
individually on the clerks or collectively on the office and its management if it is based solely on human opinion. There must be
some impersonal umpire in the form of records and on the basis
of these, plus an intelligent appraisal of other factors, such as
personality, appearance, etc., a capable and contented personnel can
be achieved. Measurements of performance, especially those
which are intended to medsure clerical performance, cannot be
precise, but so long as they are not misleading they offer a very
effective means for indicating to management the weak spots
where some corrective measures should be applied. To some
extent, the caliber of the management may be determined on the
basis of the use which is made of management reports. If an
adequate report of results is constructed so that the picture presented may be correctly read and properly interpreted, and if the
management uses it intelligently, the information developed will
be a compass by which the supervision may steer a course toward
greater efficiency in production and greater effectiveness in methods
and management.
What I have said is, of course, based on long experience in the
consideration of problems related to the handling of a vast clerical
function in the telephone business. Perhaps, however, I have succeeded in bringing into high relief the broad fundamental principles of scientific management which have guided us in our progress so that you may discern them and consider how they may be
applied to your own problems. If you have gleaned from my remarks anything that is helpful and that will broaden or clarify
your views on this subject, then I shall feel that in some measure
I have repaid the obligation I feel in being your guest and in
having the courtesy of your close attention.
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